Issue log instructions
The PREA Resource Center is excited to announce a new Online Audit System feature called the Issue
Log. The goal of this new tool is to streamline communication between the auditor and the
facility/agency after the Pre-Audit Questionnaire has been submitted until the audit is complete.
Auditors can use the Issue Log to indicate where clarification(s) and/or additional documentation is
being requested from the agency/facility and provide context or instructions via the notes field. The
Issue Log fields can be updated at any time, and auditors can generate the Issue Log (via the
“Generate Issue Log” button on the Auditor Compliance Tool) as many times as is needed throughout
the life of the audit. Please note, the Issue Log checkboxes and the Issue Log notes fields will not
appear in the Interim or Final audit reports.

Instructions
The Issue Log Notes sections have two checkboxes: a clarification requested box and an additional
documentation requested box. Below these checkboxes is the open text field where auditors can
provide details regarding the issues identified.

Once a checkbox has been marked or text has been added under any of the Issue Log Notes, the
"Generate Issue Log" button is enabled on the Auditor Compliance Tool homepage. Auditors should
click this button to generate the Issue Log.

Once generated, the Issue Log information will be displayed in a table format. The Issue Log will
include the information from all of the provisions where an issue was identified (via the checkboxes
and/or the Issue Log Notes) and provide a space for the agency/facility response.
The Issue Log can be saved as a PDF and then exported to a Word document (we recommend
exporting the document and saving as a Word document so the facility can work within the Issue Log
document where clarification is requested).

To save the Issue Log as a PDF: when the “Generate Issue Log” button is clicked, the system will
automatically generate the Issue Log and open a print window. In the print window, select “Save as
PDF” from the “Destination” options (see screenshot below). Select the location where the Issue Log
should be saved

Mac Users can also save the Issue Log as a PDF by selecting “Open PDF in Preview” (see screenshot
below) at the bottom of the print window. This will open a PDF version of the Issue Log. Once opened,
you can save the Issue Log to any location on your computer by selecting “File” and “Save As.”

To export the Issue Log PDF to a Word document: open the Issue Log PDF and select “Export PDF”
from the right hand “Tools” column.

Select “Microsoft Word” from the “Export your PDF to any format.” Click “Export” and select the location
where the Issue Log Word document should be saved. For additional instructions on converting PDFs
to Word documents see: https://www.adobe.com/acrobat/online/pdf-to-word.html. Auditors may also
want to review PDF requirements and instructions for Final PREA Audit Reports outlined in the Auditor
Handbook, see page 71.
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